THE NEED FOR INVOLVEMENT
Nursing's social contract obligates the professional nurse to be involved in shaping public policy directly or indirectly affecting practice. Increasing competition with other health care professionals for roles in occupational settings demands that occupational and environmental health nurses participate in the politics of shaping health policy to ensure survival. Equally important, the occupational and environmental health nurse's role in public policy should result in more profitability for the employer and a safer, healthier work environment for employees.
The nurse may think, "Politics? I'm a nurse, not a politician." Nurses in the workplace should ask themselves, "Whom do we want making the decisions about workplace safety standards and professional occupational and environmental health nursing practice standards?" Political involvement is an opportunity for the nurse in the workplace to influence, a way to seek and attain change as this country's work force advocate, as well as an advocate for nurses themselves promoting occupational and environmental health nursing's value to America's employers. The Sidebar on page 558 lists ways nurses can get involved.
Nursing's Social Policy Statement (ANA, 1995) describes one of nursing's underlying values and phenomena of concern as, "social policies and their effects on the health of individuals, families, and communities." The profession of nursing is an essential part of society,
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AAOHN: Shaping Public Policy
AAOHN's Governmental Affairs program has three major components:
• A Washington, DC representative, who provides direct lobbying and legal expertise.
• Staff, who coordinate grassroots programs, monitor legislation, create educational and marketing materials, and develop testimony and comments.
• YOU-the most important element!
HOW CAN YOU GET INVOLVED?
• Take advantage of training opportunities offered at AOHC, through NIWI grants, and chapter Governmental Affairs Workshops.
• Work with the State Legislative Coordinator (SLC) in your state on state policy issues. The SLCs are appointed by the AAOHN president and serve as the point of contact for state legislative and regulatory activity. They serve as the primary coordinator of state grassroots activity by communicating with the state and local chapter officers in their state.
• Become a Key Contact. By serving as a congressional contact for AAOHN, you will playa valuable role in AAOHN's governmental affairs grassroots activities. Your expertise, willingness to take an active role in governmental affairs, and commitment to establishing an ongoing personal relationship with your legislators will ensure that occupational health nurses are represented in health policy decisions.
• Stay on top of the issues being addressed by AAOHN. Visit the AAOHN website (www.aaohn.org) for frequent issue updates and an easy way to directly contact your elected officials.
Need more information? Visit the AAOHN Website at www.aaohn.org for specific information on how you can get involved.
from which it has grown and continues to evolve. Nursing is dynamic, reflecting the changing nature of societal needs. Nursing's authority for practice is derived from this social contract which acknowledges professional rights and public accountability (ANA, 1995) .
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The Code for Nurses with Interpretive Statements (ANA, 1985) defines nurses' accountability for participation in social reform and political activities. It is the responsibility of the profession to help nurses speak collectively in shaping and reshaping the health care system in the United States, specifically in the area of health care policy affecting access to and quality of health care. Nurses also must be vigilant about health related sociocultural issues such as homelessness, violence, hunger, and the stigma of illness, and take action to influence legislation (ANA, 1985) .
The American Association of Occupational Health Nurses' (AAOHN) Code of Ethics and Interpretative Statements (AAOHN, 1998) is recognized as a policy document. When shared with employers, it is a significant tool that supports and enhances occupational and environmental health nursing work to improve employee health and to increase the understanding and value of occupational and environmental health nursing's practice. This code also provides the individual practitioner with an ethical framework for judgments related to advocacy for America's work force (Rogers, 2001) .
Politics and Nursing-Do They Fit?
"Politics constitutes a means, while policy is an end or outcome," according to Helms (1996) . Politics is the activities or affairs engaged in by a government; it is the methods or tactics involved in managing a government (Soukhanov, 1992) . The policy arena is often characterized by differences of opinion rooted in contrasting ideologies. Policies evolve and change. They reflect the negotiated preferences of many parties over differing periods of time. Nurses have special knowledge and skills which "fit" very well with political activity and policymaking, including (Gebbie, 2000) :
• Sharing observations and a perspective on real people's experiences. • Applying interpersonal and written communication skills to clear, jargon free messages when interacting with policymakers. • Juggling competing demands and varying interests while keeping ongoing priorities clear. • Responding effectively to the unexpected and unpredictable.
• Understanding and using the nursing process, a problem solving process similar to the basic process of democratic government, to identify possible actions or solutions to the challenges presented. • Using consensus building skills to mobilize and communicate with diverse groups garnering support for a plan.
• Being aware and sensitive to the experiences of anoth-AAOHN JOURNAL er without being drawn in personally, allowing effective analysis and action .
The notion that politic s and health are intrinsically linked is not new. Nightingale made the connection between the political decisions of Parliament in England and the conditions in which soldiers found themselves in the Crimea. American nursing has also been aware of this link, but has inconsistently involved itself in shaping the political forces impacting health (Hall-Long, 1995) . See the Sidebar on page 560 for government restrictions on the type of political activity in which government employed nurses may participate .
Health policy in the early part of the past century was influenced by the voices of such remarkable nurses as Sanger, Wald, and Dock who understood that the plight of those whom they hoped to serve was influenced by the presence or absence of sound public policy. They were con summate political activi sts who were clear that their advocacy was on behalf of the people whom they served. Their common goal was to enhance the health of these individuals through constructive public polic y (Salmon, 1994) .
POLITICS AND NURSING-WHY SHOULD OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH NURSES CARE?
Values, politics, and policy are interconnected (see the Sidebar on page 561). The development of policy is a complex, multidimensional, dynamic process reflecting the values of those who set the policy agenda, determine policy goals and alternatives, formulate policy, and implement and evaluate policy. When nurses are not at the policymaking tables in sufficient numbers, the resulting policies often do not support the health and development of individuals, families, and communities . identified four spheres of political influence in which nurses can effect change. When political involvement is discussed , it is usually assumed to be associated with government, the first sphere. The other three spheres for nurses' political action are the workplace, professional organization s, and the community. These four spheres overlap . The effectiveness of nurses' political action in one sphere is influenced by nurses' involvement in the other spheres.
Four Spheres for Political Action
Government, the first sphere for political action, plays a critical, far reaching role in nursing and health care . It defines and regulate s nursing practice, sets and influences reimbursement systems for health care and nursing services, and has an overarching responsibility DECEMBER 2001, VOL. 49, NO. 12 for providing (either directly or by advisement) the policy agenda related to health care provision for all its citizens . Currently, many elected state and federal officials are using the legislative process to address advanced practice nursing licensure and the complex issues of the current national nursing shortage.
Regulation of Professional Nursing Practice. Laws regulate professional nursing practice and health care delivery. Laws are a set of established rules that create a system of privileges and a process by which persons solve problems without force. Laws outline and govern relationships among individuals, organization s, and government (Hood, 1998) .
Public law describes and defines who nurses care for as well as when, where, and how care is delivered. Public law regulate s advanced practice nurses' education requirements and certification processes as well as how they practice within the health care system with physicians and other RNs. Interstate compacts for nursing licensure and telenursing, new and emerging arenas of occupational and environmental health nursing practice, are also being defined and regulated through legislation (Leddy, 1998) .
Every phase of nurses' lives, their families, and employers is impacted by public law. A few examples of common public laws include property and income taxes, childhood education, immunizations, drivers' licenses, seat belts, clean water, and animal controls. All Americans benefit when occupational and environmental health nursing exercises its influence on policymakers related to health, safety, and welfare issues.
Each state regulate s profes sional nursing practice in accordance with its Nurse Practice Act. Changes in professional nursing licen sure laws occur most often because of public and constituent demand or input from nurses and the nursing profession.
Licensure , a prerogative of the state, is determined by a legislative process that sets rules and regulation s governing licensure and designates a department of state government respon sible for law enforcement. Though licensure laws vary from state to state, there is agreement about educational preparation and requirements of an individual seeking licensure (Kelly, 1999) . In the case of advanced practice nurses, the critical licensure issues of scope of practice, prescriptive authority, and collaborative versus supervisory agreements have been resolved by legislation (Gaffney, 1998) . Licensure is based on a state's obligation to protect its citizen s from incompetent or unsafe health care practitioners (Leddy, 1998) .
The current licensure laws have raised the standard s of education and establi shed codes for the ethical behav-
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The Act to Prevent Pernicious Political Activities (The Hatch Act)
The United States Government restricts the type of political activity that government employed nurses, as well as other employees, may participate in. The limits of the Hatch Act of 1993, named for its originator Senator Carl Hatch of New Mexico, serve as a means of protecting the employee from coercion. Nearly 60,000 nurses nationwide are affected by this policy.'
The Hatch Act limits the political activity of civilian nurses employed by government agencies such as the Veterans Administration, the Department of State, the U.S. Public Health Service , and the civil service system . Nurses affected include all federal employees, District of Columbia employees, employees of state or local agencies in programs funded by the federal government, and the commissioned officers in the U.S. Public Health Service regardless of employment status. The Department of Defense regulation limits the political activity of nurses who serve on active duty with the Army, Navy, and Air Force.
The political activity of government employees is restricted to protect the employee from coercion by corrupt politicians and political organizations . Additionally, the Hatch Act maintains the political neutrality of government offices and agencies. wearing an official uniform , using a government vehicle, or in a government office. 8. Sign a campaign letter that solicits political contributions. 9. Use official author ity or influence to interfere with an election. 10. Solicit or discourage political activity of anyone with business before the employing agency. 11. Be a candidate for public office in a partisan election .
Nurses covered by the Hatch
The U. S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) is an independent federal agency charged with enforcing the Hatch Act and several other federal laws. The penalties for violating the Hatch Act range from a minimum 30 day suspension without pay to removal for federal employees. State and local employees may be punished by removal from office or by fine equal to no more than 2 years of the charged employee's salary. The Department of Defense regulations for the 11,520 nurses on active duty are similar to those in the Hatch Act. The "spirit and intent" of the Department of Defense Directive 1344.10 prohibits any activity that may be viewed as associating the defense department with a partisan political cause or candidate .' Government employed nurses should have their voices heard and participate actively in the political process as permitted. However, it is important they be aware of and abide by the laws and regulations designed to provide them a nonpartisan workplace and protection from political coercion . ' Chaffee (1998) .
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The Five Cs of Political Action
Nursing and politics are a "good fit." The nursing profession , clients, and communities need occupational and environmental health nurses to be politically involved in setting public policy and running for elected office.
Occupational and environmental health nurses need to channel their involvement into a commitment to action. The five Cs of communication, collectivity, collegiality, commitment, and challenge enable a nurse and the nursing profession to be actively involved (Clark, 1995) .
Communication
The first "C," communication, involves building a professional image by conveying professional pride and confidence in encounters with employers and workers . It also requires a sharing of expertise with the media, legislators, community organizations, and clients . Voting in local, state, and national elections, being willing to participate in discussions to negotiate and compromise on policy issues and agendas , and joining nursing's professional associations all involve an occupational and environmental health nurse's willingness to communicate with a diverse group of stakeholders.
Collectivity
Individual nurses and professional associations need to be active members in coalitions supporting critical policy issues. Nursing's collective voice is recognized when nurses volunteer to work in community and civic organizations. Political action committees (PACs) are nonprofit, nonpartisan groups committed to a cause (e.g., AAOHN PAC's commitment to America's work force health and safety). The PAC serves the commitment by raising funds and making contributions to candidates for state or federal office who share the commitment. Nurses must recognize the importance of being able to make collective monetary contributions to candidates who are "nursing's friends " by contributing to state and national political action committees. Collective collaboration on issues affecting nursing and the health of communities is facilitated through organizing friends and colleagues.
Collegiality
Nurses expressing pride in nursing's achievements, and respect and trust of individual nurse colleagues, create an atmosphere of collegiality in the political arena. Nurses working together can identify issues and areas in which they can work for mutual benefit. Mentoring others in the political process of policy making will enhance the possibility of success and increase the number of actively involved nurses.
Commitment
Nurses must make political involvement and political action part of their professional work , and a personal responsibility and priority. Active participation in nursing's professional associations is one commitment to political action and a commitment to advancing nursing's policy agenda .
Challenge
Nurses who are involved and active in the policy arena enable other nurses to remain in control of the profession. Nursing's unity will successfully challenge and overcome opposition in the political and policy making arenas.
ior of RNs. These law s have created a state regi stry of per sons meeting the se criteria. Nurses are obligated to know and function within the legal parameters of practice set forth by their state's Nurse Practice Act. Much of a nurse 's time is spent at work , the second sphere for action. The policy and political nuances of the workplace can have a profound impact on the quality of the nurse 's professional life. What influences workplace policies such as workers' compensation, workplace wellness programs, or worker health information privacy? Enacted rules and regulations of government, professional organiza- DECEMBER 2001, VOL. 49, NO. 12 tions, and the community may well influence these policies. Nurses must be involved to ensure that a nursing perspective on workplace policies is available, listened to, and incorporated into final decisions .
Professional organizations, the third sphere, such as the American Association of Occupational Health Nurses (AAOHN) and the American Nur ses Association (ANA), shape the practice of nursing through political influence and policymaking. Developing standards of practice, lobbying for changes in the scope of practice, and playing a role in collective action are three services that profes-561 sional organizations provide their members and the nursing profession as a whole .
Strong professional organizations can and should be a visible force identifying issues of concern to nursing and health care and bringing them to the attention of the public through leadership in policy development. Recent examples of this visibility include AAOHN working with American Organization of PeriOperative Nurses (AORN) to address the workplace safety issues of surgical smoke, and AAOHN and ANA lobbying Congress about the need for nationwide needlestick prevention policies. These organizations need the collective participation and support of nurses via membership to succeed in the public policy and political arenas.
Community, the fourth sphere of political action, is more than a practice arena for nursing. It is a social unit involving a variety of special interest groups, community activities, health and social problems, and resources available to solve identified problems. The other three spheres of influence are integral parts of the community. As members of a community, nurses have a responsibility to promote its welfare and the welfare of all its members. The community's resources are assets nurses can use to promote health and health care delivery. When nurses become visible in the affairs of their community, they can use the networks created to support a political agenda that can effect change through influence on issues such as safety, environmental cleanup, recycling, pollution, and crime .
Professional nurses give high priority to their role as client advocates. This role extends beyond individuals to include the community as a whole. Nurses are key public informants providing community leaders and members with current, comprehensive, and accurate knowledge about the "state of the health care system" and areas within this system needing improvement. Shaping the health of a community occurs as nurses, individually and collectively, increase involvement in public policy development, translating research findings into relevant policy recommendations and demonstrating an understanding of how the environment in which policy is made both mediates and constrains policy content (Backer, 1991; Helms, 1996) .
The interrelationship between these four spheres is evident as occupational and environmental health nurses develop and use political skills. Developing nursing's influence in all four spheres requires the time, effort, and energy of each nurse working to create and use nursing and non-nursing networks and coalitions.
The impact of legislative authority on nurses' ability to define and manage their scope of practice is a key reason for political involvement. Flexibility in regulations 562 allows nursing practice to respond to changing practice demands and provide the broadest practice role commensurate with the ability of the provider and needs of society. For nursing practice to change at a pace in step with the health care industry and scientific advances, licensure laws must remain unencumbered by public policy and the resulting bureaucracy created (Kelly, 1999; Leddy, 1998) .
Nursing must emerge as a political force to assure its interests are represented and protected. Nursing must not isolate itself from policymaking groups but assert its ideas and views. Shaping healthcare policy, which permits professional nurses to practice, requires nurses to exercise their political power-personal and professional (Schwirian, 1998) .
WHY SHOULD OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH NURSES GET INVOLVED?
The current American work force is diverse in age, gender, and race. The work force also includes an increasing proportion of women, minorities, disabled workers, and older adults (Institute of Medicine, 2000) . Longer life expectancy of workers with chronic and acute health conditions, coupled with exposure to health hazards, requires nurses in the workplace to implement more health surveillance activities and interventions. Occupational and environmental health nurses are the link between occupational health services and improved employer business results demonstrating occupational and environmental health nursing's value and worth (Goetzel, 2000) . Political involvement at the national, state, and local levels offers nurses in the workplace an opportunity to: • Influence. • Seek change.
• Act as a voice for others.
The opportunity to influence occurs via direct lobbying of elected local officials, state legislators, and members of Congress. This is an "inside strategy" in which nurses use resources of knowledge, expertise, and experience to work directly with elected officials to develop or modify proposed policy and public law. Elected officials typically value their constituents' views and weigh them heavily in final decisions. The opportunity to influence the final decision is a matter of being persistent and using a touch of political savvy in letting elected representatives know what is needed (Wray, 1998) .
Community activities through schools, churches, libraries, park districts, workplaces, and businesses are other effective ways to expand nurses' influence and increase nursing's network of coalitions. Nurses must understand the power of who is included in the network,
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TABLE
How a Bill Becomes a Law
Nursing Influence
The Federal Level "Veto Override" accomplished by a two thirds majority vote in both chambers. Many rules and procedures complicate the legislative process. Nurses who understand path of legislation can influence the political system and policy agenda. Though the legislative pathway may differ from state to federal level and from state to state the basic process is the same.
From Abood (1998) .
who needs to be included in the network, and how to select network partners. Strength in numbers and unity of purpose affect change and establish networks and coalitions as the basis for grassroots lobbying on issues of concern. Nursing needs to always be working to influence health policy. As individually licensed professionals, every nurse is accountable to society to promote and protect the public's health. One way to seek change is via grassroots lobbying, an "outside strategy" involving the mobilization of nurses and the public community nursing serves (Wray, 1998) . Citizens can be effective lobbyists. Legislators need votes. This fact enables special interest groups such as nurses to exert their collective voice to influence decisions. The Table lists ways nurses may help influence the political system and policy agenda. To effectively lobby elected officials nurses can and should: • Set up appointments with legislators on home turf to avoid distractions (but state capitals and Washington, DC offer effective opportunities as well). DECEMBER 2001, VOL. 49, NO. 12 • Practice conveying the message for clarity and brevity. • Personalize the issue by using constituent stories of struggle or success.
• Write a personal letter to introduce the issue and follow up with phone calls and electronic communications.
The third reason nurses must be involved in health policy formulation is their commitment to act as a voice for others by moving policy from theory into the everyday lives of real people with real health needs. Nurses are closest to clients and consumers of health care. Occupational and environmental health nurses empower the nation's work force by helping them recognize their own strengths, resources, and abilities to attain workplace safety standards, maintain health information privacy, and resolve workers' compensation issues.
The nation's families, workers, older adults, children, disabled individuals, and homeless persons need nursing's voice to join theirs in creating health policy through a variety of political processes. Grounded in 563 CE ARTICLE nursing's values reflecting a caring for the well being of individuals, families, and communities, nurses must raise their voices for those whose voices have been silenced.
INVOLVEMENT EQUALS ACTION
Visionary leaders, such as Nightingale, Dock, Wald, and Sanger shaped public policy using strategies such as persuasion, cultivation of political friendships, letter writing campaigns, defiance of the law, and harnessing the collective voice of nursing (Lewenson, 1998) . These nurses had to actively participate in the politics of their times to influence the policy outcomes of the political arena. Modem nurses must be just as active and vigilant as their nursing predecessors.
First Action-Voting
The first action of effective political involvement requires nurse citizens to exercise their civic right to vote. The power of one vote is frequently questioned. Yet history documents that one vote in 1776 made English America's official language, one vote brought Texas into the Union in 1854, and one vote in 1923 gave Hitler the leadership of the Nazi Party. Voting allows individual nurses to effectively use their political power to influence who will be in office setting public policy affecting the nursing profession, the health care industry, and all Americans. The power of 2 million RN votes is very influential (Schwirian, 1998) .
Second Action-Communication
Communication is the second action of political involvement. Participating in public forums relevant to health and human services gives nursing's voice a listening audience. Speaking out when services or conditions are not contributing to a healthy environment assures the public that the nursing profession is concerned for the community and its members. Knowing who local, state, and federal officials are provides nurses with the opportunity to influence policy development by making sure these officials know their constituents include politically active and knowledgeable nurses. Writing legislators a personal letter, even in this electronic age, is still a respected way to provide officials with needed information to make sound policy decisions. When letter writing, the nurse needs to: • Use personal stationery. • Be sure the official knows the writer is a constituent and RN. • State stance on issue concisely and positively.
• State clearly what action the policymaker needs to take. • Be persistent in followup with phone calls, personal visits, faxes, and e-mails.
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If the legislator makes the policy decision desired, it is important to send a handwritten thank you note.
Third Action-Active in Professional Association
Nurses must also communicate with their peers and colleagues by joining and becoming active participants in their associations' advocacy activities to stay informed about issues of concern to civic and nursing communities.
Nurses becoming a health care political force. On a daily basis, Americans act on the notion that there is strength in numbers and that by joining together they can effect change. This coming together is often formalized by creating an organization or association individuals can join and participate in to further mutual goals. Nurses have created organizations to act as advocates for nursing's unique interests and causes and to exert control over the profession's advancement (Shinn, 1998) .
Information and advocacy are mainstays of the programs and services of most nursing associations. One of the primary purposes of an association is to influence public policy on behalf of the membership. Associations develop broad guidelines reflecting the values of the members and become the backbone for the association's legislative platforms and public policy stances. To effectively advance a policy agenda, an association has three distinct components contributing to their political strength (Skaggs, 1998 ): • Lobbyists who directly lobby members of Congress or state and local officials. • Grassroots programs that mobilize individual nurses to communicate with members of Congress in home districts. • A political action committee (PAC) and program.
An emerging role for associations is to help nurses gather information, sort it, make sense of it, and use it. They mediate between the information producers and information users, helping nurse members decide what information is relevant, useful, and meaningful. In the fast paced world of politics and policymaking, information in bite sized, easily digested chunks is critical to keeping nurses abreast of changes and new issues (Shinn, 1998) .
Professional association activities. Associations such as AAOHN are actually policy communities or networks of interest groups. Nurses in these associations are political forces instrumental in ensuring that health care issues are at the top of the political agenda at all governmental levels. They improve use of resources-human and financial-to accomplish a goal such as managed care reform, worker safety regulations, workers' compensation, licensure for advanced practice nurses, and interstate compacts. However, the success of nursing's associ-AAOHN JOURNAL ations depends on members, both in terms of numbers and active participation.
"Training ground." Professional associations are small scale political arenas providing members a "training ground" for political involvement and campaigning. Skills of writing and presenting reports, speaking in front of large groups, understanding parliamentary procedure, chairing committees and task forces, and holding office within the association all help the active member gain experience and comfort with the politics of the association. Through that, members gain an understanding of the politics of government.
Issues and actions. Setting the political agenda of an association is in the hands of the involved members just as influencing the local, state, and federal agendas is in the hands of activist interest groups and voters. Professional nursing associations set priorities involving both internal and external issues. Involvement in creating action plans to addre ss identified legislative prioritie s provides an opportunity to write position papers and the legislation itself. Sharing issue specific information and expertise gained in this work allows a nurse activist to network outside the association with other organizations and begin the important work of coalition building to influence policy outcome s.
Leadership. The "art and skill" of leadership requires practice. Profe ssional associations provide involved members the opportunity to gain experience as leaders with minimal risk. Volunteering to chair a committee or testifying on behalf of the membership often gives nurses opportunities to enlarge their networks within the association and be involved in the association as a decision maker. Running for office at local, state, or national association levels is a chance to enhance involvement and practice political skills.
Risk taking. Nurse activists considering becoming nurse politicians need to be risk takers . Gaining comfort and confidence as a risk taker requires learning to stand up, be recognized, and sometimes fail to be elected. This experience through associations is invaluable "training ground " for running for public office. Besides the literal experience of putting together a campaign, the nurse politician puts together a team that has gained experience working together.
Media and the message. Many professional nursing associations, including AAOHN, find themselves involved with the media to influence the political agenda and get their message to the nation's nurses and the American people. Because of routine contact with print, radio, and television media, nursing associations often provide specialized media training and practice seminars DECEMBER 2001, VOL. 49, NO. 12 for their elected leadership and interested member s. Other means of getting the message to members, other nursing colleagues, the general public, and other interest groups include developing press releases, issuing "talking points," and creating or using a variety of electronic media such as e-mail list services and websites. Knowledge of these media points of contact is critical for any nurse activist who desires to be a nurse politician.
Fourth Action-Influencing Health Policy
A fourth way for nurses to be actively involved in the political process is to work directly on legislation . Nurses must identify and develop relationships with health policy leaders. Nurses are often sources of information and expert testimony for legislators and their staffers. A nurse activist may register people to vote, contribute money to a political campaign, or work on campaigns of potentially "nursing friendly" officials. Nurse activists may also write letters to local newspapers, hold media events to publicize issues, or provide testimony at public forums or legislative hearing s (Leavitt, 1997) .
Policy analysis is a structured approach to problem identification, problem solving, and decision making similar to the nursing process. Policy issue papers provide a mechanism to clearly structure the problem at hand and identify its scope, duration, history, and effects. This analysis is critical to identifying stakeholders, specifying consequences, and choosing the appropriate political arena for addressing the issue. An issue paper also establishes the arguments that support objectives, acknowledge the opponent's stance, and disclose general strategies to advance the issue through the policymaking cycle (Hanley, 1998) .
Participation in the policy process enhances nursing' s image with policymakers and increases nursing's ability to influence policy outcomes . Nurses as professional advocates increase the opportunity for inclusion of their unique perspective in public policy decision making (Stimpson, 1991) .
Nurses must remember their past, learn from it, and use it to their best advantage. History lessons from professional associations and individuals responsible for political action can provide nurses with road maps to navigate the current political arena (Lewenson, 1998) . Possibilities abound for nurses to unite with others in building a more just, peaceful, and healthy society. In communities all over the nation, nurses have the potential to transform possibility into reality (Gottschalk, 1998) . The future of nursing and health care may well depend on nurses' willingness to get actively involved in defining and sharing a vision. To move the vision to a policy reality requires political analysis and strategies (Hanley, 1998) .
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Commitment to action: Political strategies. A strategy is the identification of specific objectives and the formulation of a plan to achieve the established goals. Successful political strategy requires nurses to step back and look at the big picture. A broader, more objective perspective, looking beyond nursing's own needs, increases nursing's credibility with policymakers and enhances the trust of the American people. Nurses must do their homework to assure an issue is well defined and the stated position and strategies for possible solutions are clarified.
The context of an issue is important, but not as important as how nursing frames and conveys the message to stakeholders. Use of affirmative or positive language and policymaker lingo or "buzz word" rhetoric of proponents improves communication of nursing's desired outcome of the policy process. Accessing and using the media is an essential step in getting the issue on the policy agenda .
Personal and professional connections are often one of the most important means of influencing public policy. Networking is an important long term strategy, but can also be a deliberate short term strategy. Besides having nursing's own interest group organized and mobilized, nursing must be able to create coalitions of diverse groups who can work together to move an issue forward .
Nurses continuously interface with the public and are in a position to assist individuals from every walk of life. Too often, nurses forget to ask for help reciprocally from those whom they have helped. This strategy of getting and returning favors is accepted and expected behavior in pushing a political agenda forward .
Political work requires patience, perseverance, and a sense of timing. Failure to recognize the need for this results in the profession and its individual members becoming discouraged and feeling inadequate in advancing nursing's political agenda. Ignorance of the issues affecting nursing's professional practice and legislative sanctioned existence is dangerous. A number of informative sources are available to individual nurses. They include briefing materials from national and state associations, information provided by political organizations, national and local newspapers, and television or radio programming of political discussions and analyses of emerging policy issues. The Internet has an array of websites to fit the needs of any political interest group as well as analysis of most policy issues.
Nurses have a trustworthy reputation in the public's eye and are seen as credible stakeholders. Policymakers need to know that nursing is committed to resolving conflicts fairly through consensus building and principled negotiation. It is an effective strategy to convey the posi-566 tion of the opposition and then to dispute it with logical arguments .
Achievement of nursing's agenda can only be accomplished with a commitment to action by a united profession. Nursing's best political strategy is to end the divisiveness among nurses and professional nursing associations. The nursing profession must foster ways and means for nurses to become flexible and politically responsive by seeking consensus rather than total agreement .
Nurses are becoming more politically active as they practice their citizen and advocacy roles. Nurses as politicians provide the ultimate action of political involvement. Nurse politicians are no longer satisfied with simply influencing the policymakers. They want to be policymakers who develop legislation (Leavitt, 1997) . Running for public office allows nurses to use their knowledge of people, expertise about health and health care issues, and interpersonal and organizational skills. The public places a high value on nurses, the "most trusted professionals," giving nurses a clear advantage in elections.
CAMPAIGN STRATEGIES
Nursing's political future is brightening as a number of nurses are involved in many aspects of politics and public policy decision making through political appointments and election to Congress and state legislatures. However, if the nursing profession is to take its place as a serious political and policy player, risk taking by individual nurses pursuing public office at local, state, and federal levels must be evident in every state.
Becoming a Candidate
Political parties and interest groups routinely recruit candidates to run for office. Politically active nurses are recruiting both nurses and non-nurses who support nursing's political agenda. With recruitment comes the responsibility of delivering time, money, and volunteers to the campaign. If the recruited candidate wins, nurses have influence with this newly elected official-a critical political strategy.
There is always a level of hesitancy in deciding to seek election to public office. Personal questions related to time away from professional work and family and garnering support from employers and family members must be asked before seriously considering electoral politics. Political candidates must be able to (Dato, 1998) :
• Articulate qualifications for the position and why they should be elected.
• Present a solid case for candidacy by highlighting strengths and minimizing weaknesses.
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• Create a solid base of support by establishing relationships within community, volunteer, and professional organizations.
• Understand how politic al party affiliation provides important linkages to valuable support from individuals and interest groups. • Identify how education and experience qualify them for the positions sought. • Carefully analyze the impact of both the campaign and election on personal health , the family, and personal finances .
Once a decision is made to seek elected political office, candidates must be sure they meet criteria set forth in local, state, or federal law. These criteria may include an age requirement, cit izenship and residency, lack of felony convictions, disclosure of financial and other forms of conflicts of interest, required number and type of signatures on petitions to be slated on the ballot, and meeting all timelines for paperwork set forth in the laws of each governmental level.
Nurses' education is focused on developing interpersonal, problem solving, decision making, and analytical and critical thinking skills. Enhanced by experience, this "skill set" preparation is exactly what elected officials need to advance the policy agenda of their constituents and their communities as a whole.
The nursing profession is the ultimate public service and nurse candidates need to use this to clarify their "fit" in the political arena as a player. In addition, many nurses have also been active members or elected officers of professional associations, parent-teacher associations, church groups, and other civic organizations gaining invaluable experience in leadership and decision making. The art of connecting experience and public service to the office sought creates the needed network and coalitions of other interest groups in support of candidacy.
Campaign Tactics
Nurses affect the political process by the individual and collective support of a candidate's campaign. Working on political campaigns provides nurses with the understanding and experience needed to become candidates. Nurses have numerous organizational and communication skills, and the ability to work in stressful situations can be invaluable to a campaign. As volunteers, nurses must make sure that campaign staffs know they are nurses.
How to get started. Before a campaign begins, candidates must assess their relationship with a political party. Candidates must gauge the amount of supportfinancial and staff-available to the campaign. This early time period is also used to determine what sectors of the DECEMBER 2001, VOL. 49, NO. 12 registered voter population will be supportive of the candidacy and signatures must be garnered for the petition. Exploratory committees assist candidates in testing the political waters and often become the fundraising committees following specific guidelines set by state or federal election commissions (Dato, 1998) .
Once the final decision is made to run for office, a candidate needs to choose a campaign manager. The supporting political party and local political networks of former elected officials, candidates, and current activists often influence this step . Experience in a campaign is an important consideration, but so are enthusiasm and energy for the electoral process. An understanding of roles and a trusting relationship is critical to a successful campaign.
The campaign calendar is a tool used to divide the stages and activities of the campaign into manageable pieces. Carefully considered goals and priorities guide the calendar phases. The calendar outlines time schedules for all candidate events and volunteer activities. This allows for timely and cost effective use of all human and financial resources (Dato, 1998) .
Recruiting and training volunteers , the core of any campaign, is a continuous process . The campaign manager typically recruits a volunteer coordinator early in the campaign. Volunteer time should be respected and well used. Volunteers want to feel an integral part of the candidate's effort and should be thanked and included in every phase of the campaign.
Fundraising is critical because it demonstrates the seriousness of the candidate. Starting with family, friends, and colleagues helps the candidate create a beginning "war chest," sending a message to specific interest groups. Creating a steady stream of funds is often the difference between winning and losing . The campaign's fundraising coordinator and finance manager can and should explore methods and appeals with respect to fundraising that will fit with the candidate's campaign message and base constituent groups (Dato, 1998) .
Individual voter contact is accomplished with a plan based on an understanding and knowledge of the voters in the district. Campaigns do not usually contact all voters , but only those who will or might vote for the candidate. The three primary ways to contact individual voters are through door to door canvassing, telephone banks, and direct mail pieces . An effective campaign gets the voters ' attention. Candidates must clearly and creatively craft their message and repeat it in appearances, forums, debates, canvass and mail pieces , and media commercials. The use of Internet websites and email list serves is the newest way to contact individual voters. Individual supporters can help advertise their 567 Ennen, K.A.
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candidate by placing a yard sign in front of their homes or in their apartment windows. The media plan should be a well funded and carefully targeted voter contact operation. It should compl ement and enhance the contact efforts of individual voters. Media use should also match the level of the race and use innovative camp aign tactics and techniques to gain free coverage. The cand idate needs to be where the TV cam-era is by knowing what is happening in the district and then attending the events (Dato, 1998) .
The "week that wins the day" occurs immediately prior to a primary or general election date. These 7 days are the culmination of many months of work combined into an intense 128 hours . Walking door to door in targeted precincts, concentrating adverti sing dollar s on television and radio, and sending individual voter mail pieces to arrive every other day are j ust some of the efforts during this week. Visibility of the candidate is critical. Volunteers are in offices on teleph ones reminding voters to vote on Election Day. The "get out the vote" (GOTV) plan formulated weeks ahead of time goes into full operation the last 3 days before the election. Assisting voters to vote by providing rides and babysitters is important. Poll watchers help campaigns focus GOTV in particular precincts. Doorkn ob Election Day reminders placed between the hour s of 12 midnight and 5 a.m. in targeted precincts remind voters their vote is critical to a win.
Regardless of the outcome on Election Day, nurse candidates must not waste campaign experience. If the election is won, the nurse official must serve communities well and take pleasure in working for nursing's political agenda. If the election is lost, the former candidate can use the experience to serve other nurse candidates, educa te peer s and colleag ues about the campaig n process, and run again for the same or another office.
CONCLUSION
Health care policies are developed through the legislative process at the national, state, and local level. Develop ing exper tise in influ encing publ ic poli cy requires dedication, time, practice, and a willingness to work with others. Issues affecting personal and public health are too important to be left to the politicians alone. Political involvement is a means to influence and control public policy while demonstrating nursing's ethical caring for all citizens in a demo cratic society.
Each nurse brings to the profession different talents that can be used for personal involvement in political action . Speaking out on issues, campaigning for a candidate, or writing an elected official takes time and courage. Nurses must make their voices heard in the political arena to ensure the public's safety and to maintain nursing's place in the delivery of health care (Leddy, 1998) .
Nursing, because of its numbers of practit ioners and focus on the whole hum an experience, is the greatest resource for the publi c's health . Nursing's voice should be easily heard, and thoughts and ideas should be clearly known to those holdin g public office. If nursing is to fulfill its social mission, it must grappl e with The scope of professional nursing practice obligates the individual nurse to make participation in public policy formulation part of their professional work. Helping to shape the health and welfare of our communities and the nation fulfills part of nursing's contract with America's citizens.
Occupat ional and environmental health nurses have a special responsibility to influence public policies that affect America's work force by using the five Cs of political action to enable effective involvement.
Nurses have valuable, special knowledge and skills which ''fit'' very well with political involvement and policy making activities.
Nursing's professional associations act as advocates for nursing's unique interests and causes. Nurses who join and become active in associations such as AAOHN and ANA are instrumental in protecting the profession of nursing and ensuring that health care issues are at the top of the political agenda at all government levels. AAORN j ournal 2001; 49(12) , 557-569.
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This issue of the AAOHN JOURNAL contains a Continuing Education Module on "Shaping the Future of Practice through Political Activity: How Nurses Can Influence Health Care Policy" 1.3 contact hours of continuing education credit will be awarded by AAOHN upon successful completion of the posttest and evaluation .
A certificate will be awarded and the scored test will be returned when the following requirements are met by the participant: 1) The completed answer sheet is received at AAOHN on or before November 30, 2002;  (2) A score of 70% (7 correct answers) is achieved by the participan t; (3) The answer sheet is accompanied by a $10.00 processing fee. Expect up to 6 weeks for delivery of the certificate.
Upon completion of this lesson, the occupational health nurse will be able to:
1. Discuss the role of the occupational and environmen tal health nurse in health policy development.
2. Describe the four spheres for nursing's political influence on public policy.
3. Identify actions occupational and environ mental health nurses can take to be an effective political force. 4. Discuss the five "Cs" of political action for nurses . 5. Describe the process of becoming a candidate and campaign strategies .
AAOHN is accredited as a provider of continuing educa tion in nursing by the American Nurses Creden tialing Center's Commission on Accreditation. Alabama provider number ABNP 0063. California provider numbe r CEP9283 . Louisiana provider number LSBN3.
Contact hour credits received for successful comple tion of the posttest and evaluation may be used for relicen-
